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Abstract: Irradiation of cultured mammalian cells one-by-one with a known number of
ions, down to one-ion per single-cell, is a useful experimental approach to investigate the
low-dose ionizing radiation exposure effects and to contribute to a more realistic human can-
cer risk assessment. Mammalian cells (specifically, Chinese hamster V79 cells) are seeded
and grown as a monolayer on a mylar surface used as bottom of the special designed holder,
having as cover an other mylar foil and allowing the cell culture to be in wet and sterile con-
ditions. Manual recognition of unstained cells in bright-field is a time consuming procedure,
therefore a parallel algorithm has been conceived and developed in order to speed-up this
step of the irradiation protocol and increase the number of cells that can be irradiated during
an accelerator run. Many technical problems have been faced to overcome the complexity of
the images to be analyzed. The unstained cells have to be discriminated in an inhomogeneous
background, among many disturbing bodies mainly due to the mylar surface roughness and
culture medium. Additionally, cells can have various shapes depending on how they attach
on the surface, which phase of the cell cycle they are in and on cell density, thus making the
detection task more difficult.
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1. Introduction

It is known that common people are continuously exposed to various sources of ion-
izing radiation which may be classified in two major groups: natural (background)
and man-made radiation sources [5]. Natural sources of radiation, including terres-
trial (above all radon gas), internal radiation sources and cosmic rays, constitute the
major contribute of exposure of the population.

At the low doses (and low dose rates) relevant to environmental and occupa-
tional radiation exposure (0–50 mSv), which are of practical concern for radiation
protection, very few cells in the human organism experience more than one traversal
by densely ionising particles in their lifetime [3].
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Up to now no experimental and epidemiological data about low doses are avail-
able and so human cancer risk evaluation at low-doses derives from extrapolation of
experimental and epidemiological data collected at high doses by means of in-vitro
and in-vivo conventional cell irradiations as well as from studies on Uranium miners,
Japanese atomic bomb survivors, nuclear fallout accidents. In practice, in radiation
protection a linear no-threshold (LNT) risk model is assumed in the low dose region
in a precautionary way.

Recent in-vitro radiobiological results following direct investigations of low
dose effects seem to indicate a non-linear response to low dose exposure as a con-
sequence of phenomena acting in this dose region: hypersensitivity, induced radio-
resistance, adaptive response and bystander effect.

Irradiation of cultured mammalian cells one-by-one with a known number of
ions, down to one-ion per single-cell, is a useful experimental approach to investigate
the low-dose ionizing radiation exposure effects and to contribute to a more real-
istic human cancer risk assessment. In the past 15 years, the development and use
of accelerator-based charged-particle microbeams as a tool for low-dose studies has
generated much interest in the scientific community [3]. In this framework, a hor-
izontal single-ion microbeam facility for single-cell irradiations has been designed
and installed at the Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare, Laboratori Nazionali di
Legnaro (INFN-LNL), 7MV Van de Graaff CN accelerator [4].

Cell recognition is a fundamental task to be accomplished to perform single-
ion microbeam cell irradiation. As a distinctive feature of the INFN-LNL facility,
cell recognition is performed without using fluorescent staining and UV light. In
particular, this is based on an inverted phase-contrast optical microscope coupled with
a grayscale camera and on X-Y translation stages with sub-micrometric positioning
precision. An in-house-written software, CELLView [6], allows the remote control
of the irradiation protocol. The cell holder is scanned under the microscope, the cells
are identified individually by experienced operator eyes and their coordinates are
logged; afterwards the sample is moved from the microscope to the beam and cells are
irradiated automatically. Mammalian cells (specifically, Chinese hamster V79 cells)
are seeded at an appropriate density and grown as a monolayer on a mylar surface
used as bottom of the specially designed holder, having as cover an other mylar foil
and allowing the cell culture to be in wet and sterile conditions as well as the sample
to be transparent for the observation under the microscope and for the transmission of
ions during irradiations. Manual recognition of unstained cells in bright-field is a time
consuming task that restricts the irradiation cell troughput. Recently, to overcome
such a restriction, an automated cell recognition system for single-cell irradiations
[12] has been continued with a view to its insertion in the CELLView software.
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Many technical problems have been faced to overcome the complexity of the
images to be analyzed. The unstained cells have to be discriminated in an inhomoge-
neous background, among many disturbing bodies mainly due to the mylar surface
roughness and culture medium. Additionally, cells can have various shapes depend-
ing on how they attach on the surface, which phase of the cell cycle they are in and
on cell density, thus making the detection task more difficult.

When cells are stained and scored with a fluorescent microscope, a simple bina-
risation with morphological processing is sufficient to obtain marker points that show
a cell reference. This geometric approach [10] is very fast and reliable when the back-
ground is easily separable from objects. In the case considered here, unstained V79
cells, differ not only in shape but also in texture. Moreover, the sample images con-
tain additional objects from the mylar structure or from the culture medium, which
make tricking the recognition. Therefore, in this case, geometric methods are not ap-
propriate and an approach based on texture segmentation with supervised learning
has been conceived.

2. Cell body detection

To discriminate textures on the cell images, three classes of regions of interest were
defined by spots: background, cell edge and cell inner body part. Regions of interest
(ROIs) from these classes were extracted manually on learning images. They were
classified by an expert operator (see Fig. 1). Feature vectors are constructed by cal-

background cell edge cell inner part

Fig. 1. Example regions of interest extracted from learning images.

culation of texture features from each manually extracted region. Selected classifier
is trained to a sufficient level using previously combined learning vectors.

Detection of the cell body (Fig. 2) is performed by classification of overlapping
regions of interest from the captured image. For each automatically obtained spot,
texture features are calculated, a feature vector is constructed and it is presented to
the classifier. Information from classifier is tested against all defined classes and new
pixel intensity depends on the classification result, thus every new pixel corresponds
to one region in the original image. After preliminary classification of pixels, a new
simplified picture with smaller resolution is obtained.
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original image classification result

Fig. 2. Result of the classification of overlapping regions of interest by a neural network (cell seeded on
cell culture plastic)

In particular, features from normalized histogram, the absolute value of gradient
features; and second order statistics: the co-occurrence matrix [16] and run-length
matrix [13] features for selected angles are calculated. Additional two feature vectors
were evaluated: features obtained after 2D wavelet decomposition using Daubechies
4 wavelet; also Fourier and wavelet features calculated from polar coordinates: from
extracted vectors discrete Fourier or wavelet coefficients are calculated and for each
coefficient, standard deviation from all vectors is obtained. This creates an energy
feature vector that is rotation invariant (see Fig. 3). The computation time of these
two additional feature vectors was not satisfactory to fit into our experimental re-
quirements.

Fig. 3. Texture features extracted from polar coordinates.

Furthermore, captured images of cells were normalized and for each extracted
region of interest a raw pixel data was also used to construct feature vectors.
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Singular Value Decomposition, SVD [9] was performed to reveal minimum
number of dimensions required to represent a feature vector. Often multi-dimensional
data may be represented approximately in fewer dimensions due to redundancies in
data. For practical purposes, only first K principle components were considered, giv-
ing new feature vectors with reduced dimensionality, but still keeping most of their
variance.

After the calculation of SVD depending on the aim of executed classifica-
tion tests, the Independent Components Analysis was additionally performed. ICA
seeks directions that are most statistically independent. Number of features is not
decreased, but the coordinate system is modified giving a clustered structure. The
FastICA [7] algorithm was used to separate independent components.

Computed texture features of the cell body, edge and the background (with cor-
responding class number) were presented as input vectors to the classifier and it was
trainined to a sufficient error level. Three classifiers and one cascade of classifiers
were considered in this research.

– Artificial feed-forward neural network with back-propagation learning [11], to
achieve training in parallel manner, the input dataset was split among worker
nodes and each node calculated only its part of the contribution to overall gradi-
ent. Learning was stopped when learning error dropped below 10−4.

– Simplified Fuzzy ARTMAP [8], a slow learning (with small β parameter) was
performed and it was stopped when all training vectors presented to the SFAM
were classified correctly.

– Support Vector Machines, SVM [14][2], the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel
was selected in these tests: K(xi,x j) = exp(−γ||xi− x j||2),γ > 0.

– Cascade of Support Vector Machines: each node of the SVM cascade was learned
using only some part of the training dataset. First layer of SVM nodes obtained
normalized input vector directly, other layers were constructed in such a way, that
input for it were distances from hyperplanes of the input vector presented to the
previous layer.

Obtained new image can be classified once again using different classifier and
another database of learning datasets and classes. This approach creates additional
layer of classification and can be interpreted as second level of resolution, where
first classifier detects small details and another one detects groupped details into one
more recognizable object. However, for this technique one needs to have images in
very high resolution and the recognition time is prolonged considerably.
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3. Cell shape recognition

The simplified image is morphologically processed and potential cell markers for
the segmentation algorithm are acquired. Watershed with markers [1] on the original
gradient image is applied (see Fig. 4).

markers for the segmentation oversegmented fibroblast

Fig. 4. Example segmentation (cell on plastic).

Segmented objects were extracted from the image and their shape features were
calculated: height, width, perimeter, volume, major and minor axis length, roundness
of the object, equivalent diameter and Fourier shape descriptors. Additionally, all
texture features within segmented object are computed. For all feature vectors from
learning set also dimensionality reduction by calculation of the SVD was performed
and subsequently the ICA. Objects from learning images were qualified by the oper-
ator, and, when necessary, over-segmented objects were joined manually. Their nor-
malized shape and texture features were presented to the additional classifier and
supervised training was performed.

During recognition, shape features of combinations of objects connected into
one region are calculated. The obtained combination is considered as detected cell
when a new region constructed from joined objects is classified as a “cell body” by
the classifier and volume of that region is higher than other combinations classified
as a “cell body”. In such a case, all connected objects from this combination are
extracted from the original region and the operation is repeated until all remaining
combinations are classified as “not cell body”. For practical reasons, not all com-
binations are considered for segments joining, and before any calculation of shape
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features, they are sorted descending by their volume and some criteria is applied to
filter out objects and combinations that are for sure not cells.

Input: segments, criterion
find continous regions in segments
C← combinations of segments joined into every continous region
remove regions from C where joined segments do not satisfy criterion
sort regions in C descending by the volume
foreach Region ∈ C do

if classify(Region) = cell then
push result(Region)
remove regions from C, where ∃ segments also in Region

end
end

Algorithm 1: Algorithm for cells recognition from oversegmented objects

The task of discrimination which segments have to be joined depends on the
classifier’s accuracy. This approach was preferred rather than calculation of segments
similarity, because of presence of the mylar grain that can be located also on the
cell body. Moreover, proper recognition of favoured shape helps in correct segments
joining.

For each recognized cell the largest inscribed circle (Fig. 5) is calculated using
the Voronoi diagram [15]. Circle centers define the point (X,Y) with respect to an

Fig. 5. Largest inscribed circle (cell on plastic).

appropriate reference marker, where the irradiation should be performed.

4. Experimental results

Main calculations are executed on the cluster of machines. Every worker node cal-
culates only its own part of the whole data set. During on-line recognition, ROIs and
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shapes are spread among worker nodes for parallel classification. Average time to
perform textures classification of 15470 ROIs with 20x20 pixels window size was
9.5 seconds for INFN-LNL 10 dual-core machines (Intel Xeon 2.4GHz, 19 workers).

Fig. 6. Average speed up time of textures classification for different number of worker nodes
SpeedU p = Timesequential

Time(P)parallel
.

From performed experiments appeared that texture of the cell edge is very hard
to detect and the best efficiency was obtained for the SVM classifier, without apply-
ing any changes in the coordinate system. It was very small, only 87%, considering
that the cell inner part achieved 97% of properly classified spots. The best accu-
racy for the cell shape classification (95%) was reached for all shape and texture
features, after applying dimensionality reduction. For the SVM decreased training
dataset sometimes achieved better discrimination. This can be explained by overfit-
ting of the classifier. The proposed SVM cascade had slightly lower accuracy than
pure SVM in all performed experiments. The neural network had precision below the
SVM (around 3% below) and the worst discrimination was obtained after applying
the ARTMAP classifier (no more than 82%).

image of cells coordinates for the irradiation

Fig. 7. Example recognition of unstained V79 cells placed between two mylar foils.
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5. Conclusions

Unstained cells are very hard to recognise, especially when confounding objects and
not clean background feature the acquired image. Supervised training of the classi-
fier helps to qualify small parts of the image, providing additional information for the
segmentation algorithm. At present, the classification is not optimized and the opera-
tor has to perform additional revision of cells coordinates. Further improvements are
in progress.
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AUTOMATYCZNA DETEKCJA ŻYWYCH KOMÓREK
NIEBARWIONYCH W OBRAZACH WYKONANYCH

MIKROSKOPEM FAZOWO-KONTRASTOWYM

Streszczenie: Precyzyjne napromieniowywanie żywych komórek biologicznych z użyciem
znanej liczby jonów (z dokładnością do pojedynczej cząstki) pozwala na badanie efektów
niskiej dawki promieniowania oraz dostarcza unikalnych danych służących ocenie ryzyka
wystąpienia choroby nowotworowej jako konsekwencji ekspozycji na niskie dawki promie-
niowania jonizującego. Komórki ssaka (dokładniej chomika chińskiego, komórki V79) są
hodowane w jednej warstwie na powierzchni folii wykonanej z cienkiego mylaru, użytej
jako dolna część specjalnie do tego celu zaprojektowanej szalki, posiadającej jako przy-
krycie kolejną, wierzchnią warstwę folii, umożliwiając komórkom przebywanie w steryl-
nym otoczeniu. Płytka z komórkami jest skanowana pod mikroskopem, komórki są identy-
fikowane przez operatora oraz zapisywane są ich współrzędne; po tej procedurze próbka
jest przesuwana z mikroskopu pod wiązkę i komórki są automatycznie napromieniowy-
wane. Ręczne rozpoznawanie komórek niebarwionych w obrazach uzyskanych mikrosko-
pem fazowo-kontrastowym jest bardzo czasochłonną procedurą, dlatego został zaprojekto-
wany oraz zaimplementowany równoległy algorytm, aby przyspieszyć ten krok protokołu
radiacji oraz by zwiększyć ilość komórek które mogą zostać napromieniowane w pojedyn-
czym eksperymencie, którego czas powinien być skrócony do minimum. Napotkano wiele
problemów w przezwyciężeniu trudności analizy tego rodzaju obrazów. Komórki niebar-
wione muszą zostać rozróżnione na niejednorodnym tle, pośród wielu dodatkowych obiek-
tów, pochodzących głównie ze struktury folii mylar oraz środowiska w którym żyją komórki.
Dodatkowo, kształty komórek są bardzo zróżnicowane, w zależności od sposobu w jaki przy-
czepiają się do powierzchni, w jakim cyklu komórkowym aktualnie przebywają oraz ich
gęstości, powodując iż rozwiązanie problemu rozpoznawania ich jest trudnym zadaniem.

Słowa kluczowe: rozpoznawanie komórek niebarwionych, mikrowiązka jonowa, analiza
obrazu
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